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Sister Joan teaches literature to Rams’ star wide receiver
by Justin R. Lopinot
Editor in Chief
On September 2, 1997, Joan
Lescinski, CSJ, vice president and dean
for academic affairs, gathered her gear
and headed out to the St. Louis Rams’
training facility in Earth City, Missouri.
Though she wasn’t there to teach Wide
Receiver Isaac Bruce how to break
down Deon Sanders’ defensive cover
age, she did help Bruce leam how to
tackle William Shakespeare.
One of the fi rst thi ngs Denni s Golden
did when he became president of the
College in January of 1995 was set up an
agreement with the St. Louis Rams. As
part of the Continuing Education Pro
gram of the National Football League,
Fontbonne became the providerof choice
for the team’s players, staff, and family
members.
“There’s a lot of need to provide this
kind of service,” said Sister Joan, who
cites the fact that many professional
athletes have not completed their de
grees.

For over two years, nobody took
advantage of this opportunity. This past
summer, Kevin Warren, player relations
with the Rams, brought the program up
to the team and Bruce agreed to try it out.
Bruce, who is earning his bachelor’s
degree from Memphis State University,
needs just a few courses to complete his
degree. His academic advisor felt that
Fontbonne’s Introduction to Literature
course would fulfill one of his general
education requirements.
“He wanted to take the evening class,
but it was on Thursday nights and that,
of course, gets them into their travel
schedule,” said Sister Joan. “Like a
good student, he knew he couldn’t miss
class.”
Bruce was intent on taking EN 120,
so he asked if the course could be taught
in an independent manner. Sister Joan
thought this would not be a bad idea
since she was teaching the class and it
would not have required any additional

preparation. She brought the issue up
with Jean Wasko, chairperson for the
English department, who agreed to let
her teach Bruce on an individual basis.
Sister Joan met with Bruce before
the actual course began to discuss the
course’s requirements. “I said, ‘Now
this is going to be fairly strenuous. You
have a lot of reading and a lot of writing
to do.’ He said, ‘Well, I’ve never done
a course this way, so it will be a learning
experience forme and I’d like to try it.’”
Following this discussion, the two
met for the next 15 Tuesday evenings at
the Rams’ training facility, where they
discussed poetry, short stories, and
drama. His favorite works came from
authors such as Robert Frost, Eudora
Welty, and Emily Dickinson, but Sister
Joan felt that Bruce seemed to show a
special interest in Shakespeare’s Ham
let.
“He treated the class in a very profesSee Sister Joan page 7
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Sister Joan Lescinski's prized pupil, Isaac
Bruce, tries to forget poetry and score
against the Washington Redskins

Task force explores possible curriculum changes
by Allison Brock
Managing Editor
In the future, the College’s under
graduate students may be required to
take one more computer course or one
less science course before graduation.
Changes such as these may become re
ality as the College begins reviewing the
general education requirements as part
of the normal assessment process of the
curriculum.
This multi-year project, which will
probably take three years to complete.

was first examined at a faculty work
shop in August of 1997. It was during
this workshop that the faculty was sur
veyed about different aspects of general
education, which generated a substan
tial amount of feedback.
At this same time, the faculty was
also polled and asked for any individu
als interested in serving on the College’s
General Education Task Force. Twelve
expressions of interest were gathered
from the Font,
February 1,1928

All eyes at Fontbonne are turned
towards February 9, the day of days, the
day of the Junior Prom. Busy girls have
floors to wax, lamps and pillows to move
and the Fine Arts parlors to decorate.
New “formals" must be bought, programs
filled, and “dates” made. In all this hurry
and confusion it is ridiculous to suppose
that anyone could stop long enough to
moralize over a dance or write a Bacon
like essay “Concerning School Dances.”
Nevertheless, if such an
anachronism could be found, it would
doubtless prove interesting and

significant. For dances and other social
activities in a school have a moral. And
the moral is this. They are the very
essence of that intangible thing—the
spirit of a school. The experience of
common play as well as common work
cements friendships.
And then, too, like proper home
atmosphere and travel festivities of this
kind at school broaden one’s social
horizon and add to one’s charm and
graciousness. They help to give that
poise which is expected of college
women.

Will it Rain?
Despite the fact that rain is
predicted for February 9, the night of the
Junior Prom promises rare and exciting,
extraordinary and thrilling, unusual and
lively things, including souvenirs, dates
and decorations. Judging from the reality
that the Junior Prom has always been the
event of events, and laying all joking

aside, the inevitable conclusion is that if
one is not looking forward to attending
the Prom in order “to trip the light
fantastic toe,” or to stumble girlishly up
to the orchestra to see what number the
next dance is, then it is just too bad for all
concerned.

from both faculty and staff.
All of these names were brought to
the Curriculum Committee, who ulti
mately chose the faculty members of the
Task Force. Joan Lescinski, CS., vice
president and dean for academic affairs,
who serves on both the General Educa
tion Task Force and Curriculum Com
mittee, commented, “We wanted to make
sure that the Task Force represented a
variety of thinkings.”
With the aim of adopting a small
committee that would express a variety
of ideas, the Curriculum Committee
appointed the following members:
Donald Burgo, professor of religion and
philosophy; Cat Conno'-Talasek, chair
person of the fine arts department; Su
san Dunton, associate academic dean
and member of the assessment and curdculum committees; Bill Freeman, pro
fessor of education; Jeff Lindstrom, as
sistant professor of psychology; and
Allison Brock, undergraduate student.
After the Task Force met several
times, an all campus discussion con
cerning general education was sched
uled for November 14,1997. Although
there was a good number of faculty
present at this forum, the Task Force
was disappointed that more students
were not in attendance. “Our outcome
will be better if we have more and varied
student input,” said Sister Joan. Those
faculty and few students who were there
expressed their hopes and concerns on
general education.
In December, the members of the
Task Force and assessment committee
held a joint meeting to converse about
the relationship between the activities
of the two groups.
Both groups agreed that it is impor

tant to avoid duplication of efforts. In
addition, it was decided that the Task
Force must first develop objectives for
the general education goals before mov
ing forward.
According to the College’s general
education requirements, or as they are
more popularly known around campus,
the “pink sheets,” our general education
goals are: “development of effective
intellectual and communicative skills;
critical reflection upon and clarification
of
the values consonant with
Fontbonne ’ s Judaeo-Christian tradition;
development of a sense of history; un
derstanding of the person through litera
ture and arts; and understanding of the
person through the physical and social
environment.”
With these goals in mind, the Task
Force has begun conversing with differ
ent faculty members for suggestions of
appropriate objectives for the general
education goals. “It is important that we
articulate clearer objectives for general
education and then we can assess what
we have now and make any changes if
possible.”
The question driving this research
and study is, “What do we want our
students to know and to be able to do
when they finish their work with us at
the bachelor’s level?” It is important to
rememberthat general education strictly
relates to undergraduate degrees.
The College won’t be experiencing
any changes in its general education
requirements soon, but alterations will
be incorporated over time once the Task
Force’s findings are reported to the Cur
riculum Committee. The Curriculum
Committee will ultimately make these
changes happen.

Sister Joan sets up affiliation with Regent's College in London
by Christy Callanan
Features Editor
Have you ever dreamed of going
abroad, perhaps to England, to explore
such historic places as Westminster
Abbey, Windsor Castle, Hampton Court
Palace, Stone Hedge, or Oxford Univer
sity? What about being a part of the
London night life?
This drcam may become a reality in
the lives of adventuresome students that
wish to take the challenge. Sister Joan
Lescinski, CSJ, the College’s vice presi
dent and dean for academic affairs,
signed an agreement with Regent’s Col
lege in London, England to begin an
affiliation with their institution. Stu
dents may be able to take full advantage
of this program as early as the fall se
mester.
Regent’s College is set in Regent’s
Park in London, England. There are
about 800 students that attend the insti
tution, the majority of which have come
to study abroad; 200 are from the United
States alone.
The program would be open to sopho
mores and juniors, due to the fact that
the curriculum is different from that of

the College’s. Regent’s has a business
major and many courses that will fulfill
the electives necessary to graduate from
Fontbonne. Most students should plan
to take about 15 hours of general educa
tion classes while they study abroad, but
only after advanced planning with an
advisor will this opportunity be avail
able. If a student’s general education
requirements are almost completed, it
may be too late to enter the program.
Sister Joan described the city as “hav
ing the same cosmopolitan marvelous
ness as New York City or Paris.” The
campus is minutes walking distance from
the London Zoo and only three hours
away from Paris by the Chunnel Tunnel.
“The possibilities for our students
are endless—culturally, historically,
socially... you name it. It’s a great major
metropolitan city in the world and it’s
fabulous. There is wonderful transpor
tation so you don’t need a car. You can
get anywhere you want to easily.”
The tuition, room and board would
be almost exactly the same as it is here
at the College, lite only added expense

would be the airfare to and from Lon
don. Details are being worked out to
allow financial aid to carry over to
Regent’s College, so everyone that
wishes to study abroad may do so.
Sister Joan went on a three day trip
over Christmas Break to investigate the
possibility of having an affiliation with
Regent’s College. She met administra
tion from about 20 other colleges that
are already affiliated. “Some send as
many as 50 students a semester,” said
Sister Joan. “That gives you an idea of
the level of satisfaction schools have
with the kind of experiences their stu
dents have had at Regent’s.”
Sister Joan didn’t just take their word
for it though, she wanted to see for
herself. She met the administration,
faculty and staff and many students at
Regent’s, as well as inspected the aca
demic soundness of the programs there,
the classrooms, technology, residence
halls, and even the cafeteria food. Sister
Joan was impressed as to how the stu
dents were treated. She said, “I felt that
they had the right way of treating people

College joins together in celebration of
Martin Luther King Jr’s life and wisdom
by Christina Kenawell
Advertising Manager

A large paper chain covered
the floor of the Doerr Chapel
and proved that the school still
carries the dream of Martin
Luther King, Jr. The 114 link
red, green, and yellow chain,
containing the names of stu
dents, faculty, and staff in at
tendance, was just a small part
of the celebration that took place
on January 23. Nicole Moore,
director of financial aid and co
advisor of the Voices of Praise
gospel choir, felt the chain “re
ally linked everyone that was
there and stood in the chapel as
a reminder not to argue and
fight, but to work together to
get the job done.”
photo courtesy of Public Relations
The ceremony began with a
procession, followed by a wel Rev. Dorothy Smith shares her hopes for the future
coming address from Missy in the Doerr Chapel during the Martin Luther King
Peacock, Student Government celebration
Association president, and the
convocation by Donald Burgo, profes choir as “really impressive.”
Linda Wells-Glover, director of
sor of religion and philosophy.
Students, under the direction of multicultural affairs and chair of the
Cheryl Baugh, assistant professor of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day celebra
speech communication and public rela tion, then introduced the guest speaker
tions, performed a skit emphasizing for the event, the Rev. Dorothy Smith,
teamwork entitled “The Power Com who has a bachelor of arts degree in
pany.” Each student represented part of biblical studies and is in the process of
a machine. Baugh first organized the obtaining a doctorate. She has also been
students by major, then gender, then recognized as the “Women of the Month”
race, but it was only when the group for Today’s Woman’s Journal.
“Yes they killed the dreamer, but
worked together as a team that one saw
they could not kill the dream,” reflected
the machine in action.
Christine Cradock, public relations Smith. “A people without a history, has
major and participant of “The Power no future,” she continued, as she went
Company,” felt “grateful to participate on to talk about a number of subjects
in the ceremony. I think it’s great that including individuality. “Sink or swim,
the college celebrates diversity and rec we are going to do this as a nation.”
She also shared her hopes for the
ognizes the need for social change.” A
numberof students expressed their plea future with those in attendance. “One
sure of the performance of the gospel day we will be able to say everyone has

a right to an education, it is only then, we
will be able to say: ‘America, Ute land of
opportunity.’”
The gospel choir, Voices of Praise,
played a key role in the celebration.
They led those attending in song, in
addition to performing a piece entitled
“Available to You.” Moore commented
that she “loved the theme and the way in
which the group, the choir, speaker, and
theatre group came together to inspire
unity, and hopefully it will inspire oth
ers.”
The afternoon was concluded by
Dennis Golden, president of the Col
lege, who distributed pins and reflection
cards. The pins have an olive branch on
them, representing the relationship that
exists between all people. He closed by
saying that “making peace starts within
each of us.”

and that made me say ‘yes,’ I would be
comfortable having our students come
here. They would be treated well and
have a wonderful experience.”
Sister Joan and Dr. Golden, presi
dent of the College, had decided previ
ous to the engagement at Regent’s Col
lege that if everything checked out, Sis
ter Joan would sign the necessary papers
to make Fontbonne an affiliate. Sister
Joan was convinced that this institution
was worthwhile and would bring the
College a step closer to meeting the
Strategic Plan for the next five years.
Within the plan, strategic direction num
ber two emphasizes the values of quality
and diversity and sets the goal for the
College to enhance the emphasis placed
on global education. This program does
just that.
In the next two months more infor
mation will be made available to stu
dents who are interested in this global
opportunity. Those interested should
contact Bob Miller, director of interna
tional affairs, in the student develop
ment office.

MAX A TIANI
SPRING BREAK!
FREE TRIPS!
CASH!
Starting at S399! Includes
7 Nights hotel, air, party &
food discounts. Organize a
group & travel FREE!
Call 1-888-472-3933
E-Mail:sun@studentone.com
USA Spring Break Travel
Since 1976

BEGINNING BABIES
WITH BOOKS
Volunteers needed to assist in the
Beginning Babies with Books program
of the YMCA of Greater St. Louis,
KETC-Channel 9, St. Louis Public
Library and the St. Louis Regional
Medical Center. Read to children in
clinic waiting rooms! For more
information or to volunteer, call Patty
Molano at 436-1177, ext. 365 or Judi
Sams at 879-6233.
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Board of trustees agrees to New director of security
addresses campus concerns
raise tuition for 1998-99
by Dan Stiffler

Brian Hoener

Staff Writer

Staff Writer
On January 15, the board of trustees
approved to increase the tuition along
with the room and board rates for the
1998-99 academic year. Tuition will
increase 6.5 percent. Last year the fulltime students saw a 5.26 percent in
crease, while graduate students saw
between a 6.2 and 7.4 percent increase
depending on classes. The new rates
will go into effect in July, and the new
rates are as follows:
Full-time (12-18 hours per semester):
$10,650/year
Part-time Undergraduate Evening:
$277/hour
Part-time Undergraduate Day:
$346/hour
Graduate (Standard):
$346/hour
Graduate (CD):
$378/hour
OPTIONS-new groups BBA:
$277/hour
OPTIONS-new groups MB A/MMGT:
$346/hour
The 1998-99 room and board rate
will only increase 4.9 percent. The
room rates will range from $2,909 to
$3,769 depending on room specifica
tions. The rates vary depending on if
the room is a single or double suite, and
the type of bathroom facility provided.
The 1998-99 board rate will be $ 1,710.
The board felt they had to make
these increases to keep on track with
their college-wide Strategic Plan. This
plan serves to define the direction that
the College will take for the 21st cen
tury. The increase will help the Col
lege achieve higher levels of programs,
facilities, and salaries. The money

from the increase will be used for class
room improvements, renovations, and
equipment. The board feels that money
should be used to make the classrooms
feel more user friendly, with the idea of
more televisions, videocassette record
ers, and clocks, and more comfortable
seating. Overthenextcoupleofmonths,
the board will be looking into how to
spend all the money, but for now these
are some of the things they have in
mind.
The increase in tuition will also
bring some changes to the financial aid
packages. The College anticipated the
students would have more financial aid
needs because of the increase, there
fore more financial aid will be given
for the next academic year. In fact, the
rate of financial aid increase will be
more than the tuition rate of increase.
Gary Zack, vice president for enroll
ment management and student devel
opment, explained that the early esti
mate for the rate of increase of finan
cial aid packages is around 8.5 percent.
This rate still has to be approved by the
board, but students can expect a high
rate of increase in their financial aid
packages next year.
The College’s increase is consistent
with the tuition rise at other local insti
tutions. Washington University has ap
proved a 5.7 percent increase, Saint
Louis University a 7 percent increase,
and the University of Missouri a 3
percent increase. Cheryl Turner, vice
president for business and finance, also
points out that Fontbonne has the sec
ond lowest tuition rate among fouryear colleges in the St. Louis area.

In Bob Kraeuchi's office
lies a stack of yellow parking
tickets 6 inches high. Out of
the 200, only 15 have been
paid. As the newly appointed
director of campus security,
Kraeuchi sees this problem as
one of the many that need to
be addressed by the depart
ment of public safety. In fact,
Krauchi's plan for the future
seems to involve nothing but
changes.
These changes begin with
Kraeuchi’s position. Never
before has there been a direc
tor of security at the College or a depart
ment of public safety. Other changes
will occur after Kraeuchi researches the
current campus safety status.
Kraeuchi has spent his first few weeks
at the College trying to leam the con
cerns of students, faculty, and staff, as
well as the present security practices.
Once the overview is completed,
Kraeuchi will conduct a campus-wide
safety survey which will focus on the
usage and location of windows, shrub
bery, and lighting. The first survey will
be an annual checklist that will be up
dated regularly. Once the campus has
been surveyed, changes will begin. The
reforms will take place slowly for the
rest of this semester, but will be quite
noticeable by the fall semester.
Kraeuchi is familiar with effective
security programs; he has spent more
than 20 years in the business. Restarted
out in the service as an Army security
guard. Kraeuchi has also held security
positions at Bames-Jewish Hospital and
Whelan Security Company. More re

Khan performs for Honor’s Association
by Robert Bertels
News Editor
The audience made nervous glances
as Dr. Jason Sommerpaced, all awaiting
special guest speaker Imrat Khan: inter
nationally known sitarist, teacher, and
designer of the Imrat Guitar. After a
snow delay, Khan arrived to discuss the
differences between Eastern and West
ern music, the sitar, and to perform. The
event was sponsored by the Honor’s
Association.
Khan listened to music from birth. “I
was a musician before I was able to
talk,” he tells the audience with a slight
chuckle. His mother was a great singer,
as was all the family on his mother’s
side. His father’s side consisted of a
long history of great musicians. He
began as a background singer for films,
before his voice began to change. After
the death of his father he took to playing
the sitar and the subar, he has played
these instruments for most of his life.
During the ‘60s and ‘70s, Khan at
tended Nottingham College in England.
It was here he received his first formal
schooling and learned lots of western
culture. He listened to “many masters”
and learned to “think music all the time;
I sometimes compose music while I
dream.”
According to Khan, the development

of differences in music started with the
development of a notation system for
music; before that there was melody and
the music of many cultures sounded
similar. “Writing limits music; the pen
is not an instrument.” Western music
developed chords, making it unique from
Eastern music; it also developed along
the lines of straight notes. The sitar
plays the straight notes, but also plays
the notes that lie between.
“Music doesn’t need translation.
Words limit the imagination.” Khan
relies on the use of musical tones and
“natural harmony” to play on an
audience’s imagination, and to show
them what they wish to see. Each lis
tener is then free to interpret the music
as he sees fit.
Khan feels music is becoming too
commercial. “When I play, I’m not
playing foryou. I’m honored that you’re
listening, but I’m playing for myself. I
don’t care if you are uplifted or not.” He
feels this to be a requirement of all
excellent musicians; a musician needs
to be content with oneself before he or
she can properly affect others. “I am
sure you enjoy it too.”
Khan has supplied sitar music for a
number of films and trained a number of

musicians in the use of the sitar. Among
these musicians rank George Harrison
of The Beatles and Pete Segal.
Up until this time, Khan had been
talking lightly about music and its de
velopment, keeping the audience smil
ing and interested. He began to take
questions, and Sommer asked, “Can we
hear you play?” It was a question much
on the mind of all members in the audi
ence, and it was answered by Khan
opening a case and removing his sitar.
The sitar is similar in structure to a
guitar, with a longer neck and a body
more bowl-shaped.
As he began to play, one could ap
preciate the difference between the sitar
and a guitar. The straight notes had a
similar quality, but Khan blended notes
together, stretching the strings as he
played, giving the music a liquid feel as
note flowed into note. He held his
audience’s attention as he played and
played, his attention at all times focused
on his instrument, his eyes half closed in
a meditative way. He had no music
sheets to guide his hands; he played
from the heart and from memory.
After his first piece, he offered a
demonstration with a more familiar tune:
“Happy Birthday.” He played this

photo by Laurie Sitzes

cently, Kraeuchi has spent the
past seven years asdirectorof security at
Maryville University, a position that has
provided him with much insight of col
lege campus security.
He stated, “Concerns voiced here so
far are very similar to those I faced at
Maryville.”
Kraeuchi has already begun to ad
dress the security issues at the College.
He has attended the spring orientation
meeting with the resident assistants and
meetings with faculty members, and
spoken to a number of other members of
the campus community about their con
cerns. These meetings have led Kraeuchi
to make paricing his first priority.
“I have spoken to faculty, staff, and
students. Parking seems to be a main
concern for everyone and I plan to ad
dress these concerns,” Kraeuchi said.
He realizes that there is a shortage of
parking spaces on the lot, but says the
parking system as a whole will be “up
dated, changed, and enforced.”
Students, faculty, and staff are en
couraged to approach Kraeuchi with
any safety concerns they may have. Not
only does he plan to change the prob
lems that exist in the current security
system, but he intends to define the
services provided by the department of
public safety to the entire community.
He insists that, “Security has a job to do,
and they must do it the best they can.”
If you have any concerns about pub
lic safety, Kraeuchi’s office is located in
the Fine Arts Building, Office 101.

melody six times, each time blending
the notes more and more. The first time
through was the familiar tune most
people know. Each subsequent time it
sounded less like the familiar tune and
more like something new, but still rec
ognizable. By the sixth time, “Happy
Birthday” had become an almost com
pletely new song, but still contained
elements of the original.
After his performance, he allowed
his newest student Todd Mosby,
Fontbonne Alumna, to demonstrate the
Imrat Guitar, designed by Khan himself
and built to his specifications. To the
eye it resembled a normal guitar, with a
second set of strings branching off from
the first along a second neck. The audi
ence was assured by Khan that there
were other changes with the body that
were not evident by looking at it, and the
mathematics of designing it had taken
some time to perfect. Mosby played a
See Kahn page 7
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Students display artwork
at Chinese symposium
by Jack Kennebeck
Special to the Fontbanner

Perhaps we all agree that a
picture is worth a thousand
words, but on November 7
and 8, at Franklin College of
Indiana, a picture was easily
worth an entire history of a
country and its people. Not
only were there pictures, but
also Chinese paintings, cal
ligraphy, drawings, and sculp
ture—all showcased at the
Sixth International Sympo
sium on China.
The head of the whole twophoto courtesy of Victor Wang
day event. Dr. Yu-long Ling, Chinese drawing student Jung-Hsiao Tang creates a
not only chose the members portrait of a visitor while at the Sixth International
of the advisory board, the Symposium on China
speakers, and the persons to
preside over the event, but he also chose merous factors are held yet in question
the College’s Victor Wang, assistant with this change, such as Hong Kong’s
professor of art, to supply Chinese art relationship with the rest of the world.
Since 1848, Hong Kong has lived under
work for the event.
Wang chose seven of his students to democracy and not that China has taken
represent the College at this interna control, the six million inhabitants have
got questions pertaining to their future.
tional event.
“I wanted to bring students who were Socialist China has guaranteed, under
traditional Chinese painting majors,” the Basic Law, that Hong Kong may
said Wang. Ling-yu Hu (Chinese sculp govern itself for up to 50 years, but the
ture), Jung-Hsiao Tang (drawing), residents are wondering who will have
Chien-fu Lin (painting), Cheng-Sen Wu the final say in matters during this pe
(painting), Cheen Shen (painting), and riod. Hong Kong has long since been
Chang-Yao Juan (calligraphy) all show the financial focus of Asia, but with
cased some of their best work for an China now holding control, the people
open exhibit at Franklin College during of Hong Kong are wondering if they will
the event. The purpose of showcasing maintain their illustrious position.
Besides the Basic Law, China has
the artwork was to let the culturally
diverse audience gain a better apprecia also created the “One Country-Two
tion for the Chinese culture. This event Country” theory to try and bring a better
surely was an outstanding experience sense of security to the people of Hong
for these Chinese art majors. Wang and Kong. This theory allows two systems
his talented students have attended and to coexist on a temporary basis in Hong
showcased in numerous shows this year Kong in hopes that both political and
and undoubtedly they will be invited to economic differences may peacefully
show their masteipieces in many more relate. The question that lies here is
whether or not this toleration by China
to come.
The focus of the symposium was on will be equaled in other parts of China
the issues facing Hong Kong. On July 1, and what tensions will the two separate
1997, Hong Kong witnessed the official systems bring. The Sixth International
transfer of British role to Chinese role. Symposium on China attempted to an
This large step notably created a great swer these questions only four months
amount of joy and happiness, but also after the fact with sessions of panel
caused uncertainty and concern in the discussions led by numerous scholars
eyes of the people of Hong Kong. Nu and dignitaries from around the world.
The Fonthanner could use a few good writers.
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Come into Student Development and check
out the ride board for names and
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College hires a new vice president

Turner to take charge of
business and finances
by Christy Callanan
Features Editor
Cheri Turner, the new vice president CARS. Users), told her about the posi
for business and finance, has been on the tion available at Fontbonne College.
move for some time now, either chang She called the personnel office that same
ing careers, job titles, or her place of day and began the interviewing process
soon afterward.
residency.
Turner never expected to find a job
Even though she and her husband of
four years have uprooted their Kansas so soon, especially one that felt so much
City residency and are now settled into like “home.” Turner explained that the
their St. Louis home, she still finds her College has a similar architectural struc
lifestyle very busy. One can find Turner ture to Park College and looks almost
the same, since they were constructed
in her office as early as 7:30 a.m.
She has many responsibilities at the around the same time period. She also
College and finds it necessary to get an found the “cultures” to be very similar.
Adjustment has been
early start. Some of
easy for those reasons,
her obligations in
and because of the
clude overseeing the
people here at the Col
financial affairs of the
lege. Turner com
College, facilities de
mented, “This is more
partment, mail room,
of a family than any
and bookstore. Her
other place I ’ ve worked;
biggest challenge yet
the sincerity, honesty,
is the parking issue.
and compassion of the
Turner is anxious to
staff, administration,
get parking resolved
and faculty are parts
to the point where ev
about the College that I
eryone who has a
really like.” Tumerparsticker may find a
photo by Laurie Sitzes
space on the lot. As
ticipates in this “fam
for now, “Trying to keep everyone con ily ” even after hours as she cheers on the
tent until we can build a new lot is the College’s basketball teams.
biggest challenge,” commented Turner.
When it comes to other loves in her
Turner takes on each challenge and life, Turner speaks of her real love of
uses her past experiences to guide her music. While attending high school in
along. Before becoming a part of the Worthington, Ohio, Turner’s home
administration here at the College, town, she was trained in opera and sang
Turner was the director of accounting at in a group called the Songsters, a group
Padc College in Kansas City for nine and of 50 women who performed concerts.
a half years. She finished her degree at Some of Turner’s otherhobbies include
the same institution after some years off cross-stitching and crocheting. When
where she married, had two children given a break from school, she enjoys
and got divorced.
camping with her husband or going to
While working on her master’s de the beach in Florida, which she calls
gree at Park College she decided to “the epitome of peace.”
advance her career to a level of vice
Presently, time does not allow any
presidency. A friend in the accounting such vacations, and Turner and her hus
department at Webster University, band are constantly on the move explor
whom Turner knew through the com ing the St. Louis malls. This is just the
puter organization she was involved in beginning, but Turner seems to be set
at the time (National Association of tling in for a long tenure at the College.
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SGA elections results tallied

Student feels Late Night article was cheerleader-biased
Since we’re into our first amendment rights here, I’d like to say this: The
Cheerleaders suck *** (nipples). I can’t say that I was a member of the crowd who
found them to be talented. I can at least say that they were “entertaining.” I know
I am not alone in this belief. I did, however, find it interesting that what was
intended to be an article on Late Night turned out to be an article on how wonderful
the cheerleaders think they are. Most interesting was the fact that a cheerleader
wrote it. It is supposed to happen this way? I thought there was more to Late Night,
like a few games and maybe a dance? If the cheerleaders want to try to glorify
themselves, why don’t they do it else where? NIPPLES, NIPPLES, NIPPLES.

Peacock elected president
by Norene Diel
Staff Writer

The election signs displayed around previous years candidates were unop
campus for the Student Government As posed. Even though most of the public
sociation (SGA) president containing ity hanging around campus was for can
both the name and picture of “Peacock” didates that were on the ballots, two
could lead to the assumption that a col students chose to run as write-ins.
orful male was up forelection. Colorful
Peacock stated weeks before the elec
would be correct, but this Peacock is tions that she wanted to give the elec
Anonymous
certainly not a male. Missy Peacock is tions some hype. This was her purpose
the SGA president for the 1998 aca for the signs that she displayed. The
Couric should resign due to comments made on NBC
demic year.
signs were effective but so was the open
On the Nov. 26 edition of NBC’s TODAY show, Katie Couric interviewed
Majoring in public relations, Pea forum held prior to the elections. The
Nicole Contos, the jilted bride of Tasos Michael. Why Mr. Michael bailed out of cock has already
the wedding shall remain fertilizer for voyeuristic talk shows.
started to de
In her interview with Nicole, Katie Couric asked “Have you ever considered velop her public
1998 SGA Board
castration as anoption?” Why Katie Couric did this is a very serious issue for public speaking abili
President
Missy Peacock
retort.
ties, which were
Vice President
Katie Adams
At worst, what Mr. Michael did would never be cause for his sexual mutilation. shown at the
Secretary
Amie Walker
In fact, there is no reason I can image for one person to sexually mutilate another College’s Mar
Treasurer
Katie Deimeke
person under any circumstances whatsoever.
tin Lutheran
Social Event Chair
Elizabeth Bickel
It is perverse and irrevocably inappropriate for a national talk show host to King Jr. Cel
Publicity Chair
Regina Jones
advocate genital mutilation as a socially-acceptable personal course of retribution, ebration where
Public Speaker Chair
Lisa Newton
particularly on a show watched by many children. On Channel 9, kids learned how she gave the
Community Ser./Multicultural Chair
Emma Khan
to add and subtract on Tuesday. On NBC, they learned that bloody sexual welcome
Student Issues Chair
Carolyn Zimmermann
mutilation is OK if you are upset about something.
speech.
If a national talk show host suggested cutting off the breasts of a woman who
Peacock
jilted her husband-to-be, that host would be fired on the spot. The same would brings to SGA excitement and enthusi open forum allowed candidates to de
happen to any talk show host who suggested the sexual mutilation of a black person asm. “This year the SGA executive clare publicly why they were running
for some debatable social infraction.
board wants to increase involvement of for their desired office. After the open
Katie Couric’s resignation or termination should be immediately forthcoming. the entire community,” stated Peacock. forum, students were recognizing that
It is perverse for her to put America’s women up to committing severe, emotion “It is our main goal.”
change was happening on campus.
ally-driven acts of sexual violence against men. Katie is a sick, deeply bigoted
Increasing involvement should not
“I feel that the elections were excit
woman who cannot be trusted to speak for, orto America eitherToday or tomorrow. be too far off as a goal considering the ing. It is the first time that I can recall
participation in the elections itself. Con people actually did not all run unop
David R. Usher
trary to the results of the campus in posed,” said JenniferLueken, May 1998
Chairman
volvement surveys on leadership and graduate. “I was pleased to hear the
American Coalition for Fathers and Children, Missouri Coalition
involvement dwindling, the elections results of the elections. The competi
proved the opposite. During December tion was tough and those who won will
SGA president shows sincere concern for student in need 1-3, over 157 full-time students came do an excellent job.”
out and voted in the SGA elections. This
Peacock feels that she has a strong
Dear Editor:
So much of what we hear about other people today is negative. Unfortunately, is almost double the participation of team which is important to her since
they have a lot to accomplish with their
this practice often undermines the public trust in that it breeds more cynicism than previous years.
TTie feeling on campus before, goal. The 1998 SGA board has no
confidence. This view, however, is distorted in that it ignores so much of what is
good in the world. I am writing to share news of this latter sort that is directly during, and after election week was one vacant offices; all nine offices have been
relevant to the Fontbonne community in that it pertains to our SGA President Missy of competition. Weeks before voting, filled.
candidates had publicity hanging in the
By the result of the elections and the
Peacock.
halls
around
campus.
Even
during
elec

events
leading up to the elections, the
As a faculty member I must write anonymously, however, to respect and protect
tion
week,
candidates
were
still
publi

College
should anticipate seeing a more
the privacy of the other individuals involved.
Recently I received a call from Missy regarding a student in the department in cizing their names and positions. These involved and active group of student
which I teach. She wanted to inform me that this student had experienced some are things that the elections had not seen leaders. The College will also be seeing
significant domestic problems, and that the student would not be in my class that for several years, in part because in the woman behind the “Peacock” signs.
day. However, she had also assembled the names and numbers of some local
agencies that assist people in such circumstances for me to pass along to this
student. It was evident that Missy was ready and willing to help this student in
whatever way she could.
1 wish to state how moved I was by both the sincerity of Missy’s concern and
the promptness of her action. The information was passed along to the student who
expressed sincere appreciation. The student confessed, quite understandably, that by Jack Kennebeck
the present circumstances were a challenge, and thus the support provided was
Special to the Fontbanner
particularly meaningful.
Although a phone call might seem like a simple thing, I thought it was important
For most collegiate institutions, the at school activities, or at certain student
to let the Fontbonne community know what their SGA president had done and how student government plays a major role organizations meetings, low attendance
it had helped a student in need. If such concern and thoughtful action characterize in the academic process. It is a forum and lack of participation have been a
Missy and the other SGA officers, the students and community of Fontbonne will that allows students to have an active problem for the College. It seemed as if
continue to be greatly blessed by their efforts.
voice in matters that concern the college people just did not care. Recently, it
and its community. It insures justice seems the idea of getting involved just
Respectfully,
and evokes change in a democratic way. caught on. It was not a front-page story
Name Withheld by Request
Since grade school, kids have had in the newspaper, but somehow, it hap
the phrase “get involved” beaten into pened. Students decided that they cared
their heads. Whether it was sports, and they wanted to voice this concern in
Maybe you have some ’mad pRops' to send our or aRe just plain mad.
clubs, organizations, or any other after the College community.
Perhaps this change is most evident
Maybe you don't know whar "mad pRops ’ means. EnheR way (or any numbeR school activities, parents, teachers, and
friends have given this unsolicited ad in the Student Government Association
op orheR ways poR Thar marreR), you pRobably Qualipy to writs a LerreR to
vice to children. Since this phrase is so (SGA). Priorto this year’s elections, the
The ediTOR (you mighr wam to pill out a W-2 poRm just in case). LerreRS
often repeated, there must be some truth typical SGA meetings consisted of a
to
it.
handful of people who had to attend in
can he suborned to rhe madRoom (please sign Them) or e-mailed to:
Until recently at the College, student order to fulfill charter requirements for
ponThanR@ponThonne.edu. SroRy ideas can also he phoned in to 889-4550.
involvement has been somewhat lack their respective organization. It was to
(Fan mail and cash donanons aRe also accepred.)
ing. Whether it was on the playing field,
See Involvement page 8

Increased involvement
marks new era for SGA

Opinion

Barbicide induced barber
can’t style Sommer’s hair

College clones Danny Bonaduce
due to parking restrictions

by Chris Sommer

by Justin R. Lopinot

Columnist
Today I went to the barber with every intention of improving my looks, but the
barber obviously had different plans. I entered the shop and took a number. It was
number three. They were now serving number 67. I was tempted to steal the
number of the guy next to me (71) due to the fact that he was dead. I sat down in
a chair that was obviously from the Macedonian period, judging by the amount of
gum on it. I’m just kidding. We all know that the Macedonians did not have gum.
It just wouldn’t sound right...

Editor in Chief
Every single person who steps even remotely near the campus of Fontbonne
College should beware. All that talk by Chicago Physicist Richard Seed about the
possibility of human cloning is nothing compared to the experimentation begun by
the College’s science department. In order to solve many wealthy public figures’
desire to become more productive, the College plans on manufacturing human
clones for those willing to pay the exorbitant fee and additional surcharge imposed
by the College’s board of trustees.
The head of the science department may or may not have stated, “We have
Macedonian: “Those dam Incas are really getting on my nerves! Chicklet turned to cloning as a means of budget enhancement due to the current lack of
anyone?”
parking.” She also may have cited the enrollment cap implemented by the city of
Clayton as another possible reason for this sudden interest in scientific research,
In front of the chair there was a coffee table... which got its name from the fact experimentation, and profiteering.
that for centuries now, mothers around the world would not let coffee be set on it.
Word has it that thousands of “stars” are lining up for this “clone for profit”
This coffee table was covered with enough magazines that it looked like a prop from procedure. Another current rumor is that College President Dennis Golden has at
“Sanford and Son.” None of the magazines were current (published after the least a dozen clones, often sending one of them to all-campus meetings or
Roosevelt administration). Most were magazines like Modem Whittling or Schnucks.
Collection of Haircuts That Your Barber Can’t Do Even if You Show Him This
As long as this human cloning is used to better the College environment, it does
Picture. I sat there for what seemed like several weeks, when in reality it was only not seem all that immoral and irksome, but when Hollywood’s biggest egos gain
one week. The problem is that the barber is on a first name basis with everyone but access to this program, it could be really, really bad.
me. With all of the people before me he inquired about their wives, their kids, their
Imagine a world overrun by Kathy Lee Giffords. Instead of a trendy coffee shop,
opinion of the Incas, but with me all he said was “How do you want it cut?” There there would be sweatshops on every comer. What if the teen population experi
arc several ways to respond:
enced a sudden influx of Hansons or, worse yet, Olsen twins. For the Full House
reunion show (god knows we all can’t wait), Michelle would have to be played by
RESPONSE
MEANING
Mary Kate Ashley Julie Angela Marie Christine Seven Jennifer... Olsen. In order
1
.) “Take a little off of the sides”
“Only use the clippers”
to better mankind, do we really need 12 Danny Bonaduces? The Jackson 25? As
luck may have it, CNN has already been “cloned” under the aliases of CNBC, C2 .) “Take a little off of the sides and “Use the clippers and the scissors”
SPAN, and CNBC (to name just a few of the not-so-annoying ones). With this high
taper the top”
number of news-driven stations, each desperate for its own news story to cover, the
science department, for the right fee, could strategically clone some of the more
3
.) “Make it really short”
“Comb it different”
interesting trial subjects and criminals of the past few years. Once underway, the
stations would be able to cover the groundbreaking 18 trials of the 36 Menendez
4
.) “I want it cut like this picture”
“I can’t do that style”
brothers or the recent destructive sprees by any one of the “polybombers.”
Radio listeners will likely begin systematically using the “cutting edge” to slit
For years now people have been wondering what industries do with all of their their wrists when they find out that clones of Bush, Prodigy, and Lil’ Kim are being
toxic waste that they produced BARBICIDE! It’s that blue stuff that the barber produced in massive quantities. Puff Daddy (featuring the “family of Puff clones”)
sticks the combs in! It is really some radioactive substance that makes your hair is already working on his next piece of unoriginal work entitled “9,999Luftballoons.”
grow quicker. That way you have to get it cut more often. (It’s all about job The most horrid of all fears would be if the College complies with the Spice Girls
security.) Don’t you see a correlation BARBICIDE, HOMICIDE, SUICIDE?
desire to be the only “singing” group to perform in all 50 states—AT THE SAME
Here is another interesting point. Did you ever notice that when you go to let’s TIME! Many feel that it is bad enough that there are already five of them (Baby
say “Bill’s Barber Shop, the guy cutting hair is named Frank? Where’s Bill? Is he Spice, Sugar Spice, Salsa Spice, the one with the tongue, and the one with the pants),
out to lunch, or maybe wheeling and dealing some big barber negotiations but imagine a room full of 250 women with British accents and low IQ’s... well
somewhere? So now you have Frank, who ten minutes ago was number 64 but now maybe that scenario wouldn’t be too terribly bad.
is holding a sharpened object to your head.
While on the topic of sex symbols, one cannot discount current negotiations
Let’s look at the word barber. It is from the Greek “bar” (meaning “man”) and concerning a contract which would allow the College to begin the production of
See Barbicide page 7
See Due to Lack of Parking page 7

Quoteline
If you could clone yourself,
where would you make your clone go?

Paul Schaffrin
OPTIONS
"I would send my
clone to run my con
tracting business just
like the movie Multi
plicity so I could
spend more time with
my wife and kids."

Dawn Bryant
Junior
Communications
"My clone would
stay here and go to
school so I could navel
all over the world. "

Jason Haynes
Junior
OPTIONS
Business
"Since I just left San
"I would send my
Diego and I fell in love clone into space in a
with it, I would have to shuttle so he could dissay San Diego."
cover new planets and
galaxies."
Thomas Williams
Senior

compiled by Laurie Sitzes
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S-N-O-W? Shh, not so loud
by Laurie Sitzes

Photography Editor
What’s so important about that white stuff that covers the land when the
temperature gets cold enough? Yeah, I’m talking about S-N-O-W. Shh, don’t say
it too loud. Some people go ballistic when they hear that word. One flake falls and
every grocery store within a hundred mile radius is instantaneously packed. Here’s
what one of their shopping lists might look like:
(Not that these people would take the time to make a shopping list after a snow
flake had fallen.)
-four gallons of milk
-three loaves of bread
-hot chocolate mix
-marshmallows
-two bags of salt
-shovels, ice scrapers, gloves...
-fire logs
-ice cream (Oh, sorry wrong season.)
Don’t forget the gas station. Before everyone runs to the grocery store they have
to run and get gas in their cars. Like it will protect them from a close encounter with
the abominable snowplow. Now don’t get me wrong, I’m not insulting anyone who
goes to gas up her or his car before the snow hits. I myself am known for rushing
to the gas station. Of course, my empty light is continuously on so pumping gas is
like my second life. Anyway, enough about gas. Let’s get back to S-N-O-W.
You spelled it too loud. Remember, you don’t want to upset the general public
by announcing (or spelling since at least a portion of the population can not only
comprehend vocalized words but can also comprehend the grouping of several
letters to form an entire word.) I do not want the entire population upset because
I have to go to my fun filled job at the grocery store tonight (yes, I work at a grocery
store) and I for one do not want a crowd of overly excited, snow fearing people
running up and down the aisles screaming, “Where’s the salt?” Don’t they know
it’s in the seasonings aisle?
We have now covered the shopping lists, grocery stores, gas stations, and overly
excited people. It is now time to move on to the good in snow: Snow days. Need
I say more about those much needed days off? Everyone knows the relief of calling
up the Fontbonne operator or listening to the radio and hearing that the College is
closed due to snow. We can’t ask for anything better. That taste of freedom is
almost better than eating a banana pop on a hot summer’s day. Unfortunately
certain people still have to go to work so the day is not completely free but I ’ll take
what I can get and run with it. On occasion (once every century) the great clouds
from snow man’s land open up and shower us with enough snow that even the
grocery store workers, pizza deliverers, and snowplowers are allowed to stay home
from work. That’s only after it snows 17 feet and 11 inches.
Okay, if you can’t get off of work and you have to get out in that wet, white stuff
then take the opportunity to look at the glamour of snow. What else can cover the
land and make it totally white? In case you were attempting to answer that last
question I asked, NOTHING. There is no other thing that can transform the land
into one giant, white bed sheet. Look around you (while watching the road at the
same time so you don’t slide into that crazy abominable snowplower again); see the
beauty of the snow. Is this beginning to sound too cute? “The beauty of snow,”
ohhhhh. Okay, I’ll end on this note. I heard from good old Frosty that you better
enjoy the snow while you can because every three seconds after a big enough
snowfall someone’s vision is permanently transformed into a continuous view of
blinding white due to excessive snow staring. (See, I did not end with a mushy
sentence about how beautiful snow is.) Now when somebody rushes around in the
middle of winter hunting for a pairof sunglasses you will know that they have talked
to Frosty, or read this article.

Sister Joan continued from page 1
sional manner,” commented Sister Joan.
“He was extremely well-prepared and
came with some of the best questions
about literature that I’ve had from stu
dents.”
She felt that the rooms at the Rams
training facility were more than ad
equate. Each room was equipped with
televisions and videocassette recorders
which was convenient because Sister
Joan “made use of some videos from
time to time.”
During some of their breaks from
literature, the two would engage in dis
cussions about football.
“I’m a big football fan and I was
always interested in what had happened
the week before.” said Sister Joan. “It
was fun because he was an expert.”
Fontbonne already has its own “foot
ball expert” in Golden, who played in
the NFL during the 1960’s, but Sister
Joan doubts that Golden could have

competed on the same level as Pro
Bowler Isaac Bruce.
“As much loyalty as I have to my
president, Isaac Bruce is a remarkable
athlete and I think Dr. Golden would be
very seriously challenged,” she said.
Golden seemed to share this same senti
ment, as he responded to the same imagi
native scenario with a very simple, “Ab
solutely not.”
Throughout the Rams’ season, Bruce
suffered two significant injuries. “That
did not impede his progress at all; he just
kept going right at it,” said Sister Joan.
“At the end of the semester, he wrote his
final exam, passed his course nicely and
both of us were delighted.
“It was just a very successful experi
ence for him and very gratifying for me
because I was able to help him move
along in his career goals to get his de
gree.”

Khan continued from page 3
piece, incorporating the sitar’s charac
teristic blends and samples of modem
songs.
Khan has an aversion of going to
restaurants where music is playing. “If

the music is good, my food is spoiled. If
the music is bad, my food is spoiled.”
He then threw his hands up in a whatcan-you-do? gesture.

Barbicide continued from page 6
“ber” (meaning “who needs Mondays off’). It never fails. Sunday my hair is fine,
but suddenly on Monday, when the barbers are vacationing in Uruguay, my hair is
long enough to where I have to repeatedly say “I’m not Crystal Gail! ” I don’t expect
you to remember Crystal Gail because you ’re not a barber. (Barbers still dig Crystal
Gail... along with sidebums and that picture of the dogs playing pool.) Why is it
that barbers always either have hair that rivals that of Don King or they are bald?
Would you go to a dentist with no teeth, or a podiatrist in a wheelchair? I don’t think
so.
The barber wasn’t all that bad. He did remember to put the bib on me in order
to catch all of the cut hair. This makes it is much easier for him to dump it all on
my shoes when he is done cutting it. When I left he combed it to where it looked
really good (until it met the atmosphere outside the shop). But even if it did look
bad would you tell him? Hell no! He has that Barbicide within his reach.

Due to Lack of Parking continued from page 6
Larry Kings. The original Larry would continue to perform his duties as a television
and radio personality, while his 17 clones would either take care of his six ex-wives
or wear women’s lingerie and prance around his mansion.
One major concern of the country is the idea of bringing back important
historical figures. People argue over its morality and over who to bring back. If
the College was compassionate towards the wishes of the public, as opposed to
stuffing its wallet, they would bring back only dead people who have positively
affected the world. A few Princess Dianas, Albert Einsteins, or Jimmy Stewarts
might not seem like a bad idea, but do we honestly need to bring back Emmanual
Lewis, Al Gore, or the 190 dead munchkins from The Wizard of Ozi
It seems as if the College had the right idea when its human cloning research and
experimentation began. Art professor Tim Liddy now has six healthy dogs and
there might finally be enough students interested in the music business program to
bring it back. But when the science department made its failed attempt at
combining human cloning with genetic mutations (yes, the women’s basketball
player from “the Fiji islands” that looks like Larry Bird with breasts the size of
human heads is a product of this experimentation), it turned to the profiting scheme
currently underway.
So the next time one sees a flock of Bee Gees on television or Dennis Golden
at both checkout lane #17 and the express lane, remember that despite some of its
better qualities (such as the proposed buyout of Washington University), human
cloning will eventually saturate the planet and end originality as we know it.

Now you can e-mail the Fontbanner at:
fontbanrdfontbonne.edu
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Jigs, reels, and hornpipes are part of everyday life for
champion Irish dancer and student Moira Dorsey
by Allison Brock
Managing Editor

With the frenzy surrounding Irish
dance that has escalated due to popular
productions like Riverdance and Lord
of the Dance, it is interesting to know
that the College community has a cham
pion Irish dancer in its company.
Moira Dorsey, a third year history
major to be certified in education, has
been involved in a world of jigs, reels,
and hornpipes for a number of years.
It was one of Dorsey’s neighborhood
friends who sparked her interest in this
traditional art form. “She took Irish
dance lessons and used to challenge me
to do different steps, so I decided to do
it. Plus, [our family] is Irish, too.”
After St. Patrick’s Day in 1987, at
the age of 10, Dorsey began her first
lessons with Trinity Dance Company,
an energetic troupe whose dancers have
been labeled the “Rockettes of Irish
dance” by the Chicago Tribune.
However, her time with Trinity was
short lived when the world-renowned
dance school transferred to the Chicago
and Milwaukee area.
This prompted Dorsey to relocate to
the Lavin-Cassidy School of Irish Dance
in August of 1987, where in the begin
ning, she often practiced in church base
ments. These underground practices
soon led her to the smaller Irish dance
competition called a feis, which gener
ally run in the summer and take place
outdoors.
Dorsey recalls the stress that she and
the other dancers used to feel at this
time. “Nobody would eat because they
were so nervous. The nerves and heat
didn’t mix well. I would see dancers
pass out or leave the stage throwing up.”
Aside from the tremendous level of
anxiety, the dancers also had to contend
with a mixture of weather. “One year at
the feis in Chicago, it was 105 degrees,
and another time it was only 30 degrees.
A tornado came through one year, too.”

Dorsey won her first competition at quickly,” Lavin-Cassidy nominated her Riverdance, is responsible for this world
the feis level after only being involved to audition, and she accepted the chance. wide frenzy. “It’s all due to him. He
in Irish dance for a little over a year,
The actual audition process consisted really pushed it. He is an excellent
which is quite an accomplishment From of filling out detailed applications con dancer, he has beautiful feet. He won
there, she moved to competing in the cerning the dancer’s history, being pho the World competition which is quite a
Oireachtas, or Midwest Regionals, tographed, and of course, dancing. “We feat for an American.”
where she placed seventh. She credits had to dance in our soft shoes and hard
Though Dorsey hung up her dance
her dance teacher, Ann Lavin-Cassidy, shoes, while a musician played for us.” shoes over two years ago because “the
who “really pushed [her],” with this
Because all of the dancers and pro- minute she wasn’t nervous for the com
success. Dancing in
. ducers of Riverdance petitions, [she] knew it was time to quit,”
the
Midwest
were watching from the she continues to participate in the world
Regionals and then the
audience, “everyone of Irish dance.
Nationals, eventually
was really nervous.”
She is now passing on her love and
took Dorsey to Limer
Irish dance celebrities knowledge of Irish dance to young chil
ick, Ireland, where the
Jean Butler and Colin dren through teaching at the Graham
World competition
Dunne interacted with School of Irish Dance. She says that the
was held.
the performers and key to successful Irish dancing is “how
In preparation for
taught them a few steps much the parents decide to push their
the more serious
to see how quickly each kids.”
championships,
dancer could pick up a
Aside from instructing little ones,
Dorsey would practice
certain move. Al she also does workshops for ballet danc
eight hours on Sun
though Dorsey was not ers, who are “easy to teach, because
days, and three hours
chosen as a dancer for they’re natural dancers.”
on Mondays. Luckily,
Riverdance, she was
Every St. Patrick’s Day, Dorsey still
most of the dancing
“excited about seeing kicks up her heels at St. James the Greater
and travelling took
the show performed in and the Young Ireland Club Dance, and
place overthe summer
the States for the first last year she was featured on the local
and holidays, so she
time.”
television program, Show Me St. Louis.
was able to concentrate
Dorsey ==
on her school work.
gives a lot of
Ride the Wave
Herparticipationin
credit to Irish
to
Irish dancing has
dance creations
photo
courtesy
of
Moria
Dorsey
Opportunities
brought her to every
like Riverdance
comer of the U.S. and Dorsey took seventh place at the
and Lord of the
outside of the States to Midwest Regionels in 1994
Dance
for
Mexico, London, and
popularizing
Ireland.
the art of traditional Irish danc
Last year in November, Dorsey trav ing.
eled once again, this time to Chicago,
“1 think it’s wonderful. No
where she auditioned for Riverdance. one ever knew anything about
This once in a lifetime opportunity came Irish dance, and now everyone
about when the producer of the show wants to be Irish and do it. It’s
called Lavin-Cassidy asking for good brought it to the forefront. For
Irish dancers.
once, we’re finally appreciated.”
Thursday, March 5,1998
Knowing that Dorsey had “the
She says that Michael Flatley,
rhythm, the height, and the look” and the mastermind behind Lord of
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
because she could “pick up dance steps the Dance and choreographer of

involvement continued from page 5
tiic point that if one of the few involved
students wanted to hold an elected posi
tion on an SGA committee, it generally
went uncontested. There was no com
petition, apparently because people re
ally did not want the job or just did not
care to do the extra work.
This year, SGA has reached out a

little more to get the students involved; list of interested people who
something which the veteran SGA board wanted to run for office,
members should be commended for.
Many of the present members
Wanted !!! Individuals. Student Organizations and
were the ones involved in work
Small Groups to Promote 1998 Spring Break
ing feverishly to get more ac
Travel Packages Earn MONEY
FREE TRIPS
tive students. Considering the
Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
past history, it was nothing
1-800-327-6013
short of amazing to see a full
http://wwwicpt.com
< , ,^.i

Gateway
to
Careers
Job Fair

SOAK UP SOME KNOWLEDGE THIS SUMMER AT FONTBONNE COLLEGE

Check out Fontbonne College this summer for getting ahead or catching up with
your degree plans. We are offering more courses than ever before and in a variety
of formats ranging from two to eight weeks and on weekends beginning mid-May
through the end of July.
Registration for Summer begins March 23
Some courses close quickly so register early!!!

Eight week session begins Saturday, May 30
Six week session begins Monday, June 15
Other features of summer study at Fontbonne College include reduced tuition
per credit hours,small class sizes, special interest courses and ample parking!!!
The schedule can be viewed on the Registrar's Office bulletin board or on the
Fontbonne Homepage (http://www.fontbonne.edu) under Summer Session.
Print copy of schedules will be available in mid-February.

Register at your Career Center
$5 Pre-Registration by February 26
$10 Registration at the Door
Held on the campus of
University of Missouri-St. Louis
Mark Twain Building
Sponsored by Gateway Placement Association
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New walls attract ’floods’ of students willing to bathe
by Dan Stiffler
Staff Writer
A wreck. A paranoid, nervous wreck.
Scurrying down the hallway in an over
sized bathrobe and towel around her
neck, she arms herself with a bar of soap
in one hand and a bottle of shampoo in
the other. Slowly approaching the
shower stall, she reaches in and turns on
the water. With a glance to the left, a
blink to the right, a prayer for hot water
and...
This is the ritual most resident hall
students are familiarwith when it comes
time to taking a shower in a communal
bathroom. Fearing the discovery of
their imperfect nakedness, students en
gage in a top-speed sprint forthe shower.
Now students can forget about this
fear. During the Christmas break, pri
vacy walls were installed to the showers
in the communal bathrooms in St.
Joseph’s Hall. These 3’ by 5’ walls are
made of a pleasantly shaded, brown
sheet of titanium alloy. To ensure com
plete privacy, a second shower curtain
has been added to enclose the space
created by the walls. Now, not only do
students have a three fool cubici to
shower in, they have an additional cubi
cal preceding the showering cubical to
do with whatever they choose.
What are students doing with this
additional space? One student now takes
longer, more strategic showers. She
explained, “I make the space my own.
Now I bring all of my showering acces
sories with me and line them up in the

ACC Rush Room
Monday, Feb. 23rd
Student Organization
Room
Noon to 1:30 p.m.
There will be lunch while
listening to Rush
Limbaugh's radio
program.
Afterwords a discussion
of Rush will take place.
All viewpoints are
welcome-even if you
think he's a big fat idiot,
you may attend!

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING — $600 $800 eve, / week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney laland Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

They do not have
to concern them
selves with the
neighboring
showerer flood
ing the floor and
soaking their feet
while they dry off.
The privacy walls
allow students to
dry their feet in a
water-free envi
ronment. Stu
dents are also glad
to report a decline
in the number of
towels stolen dur
ing these shower
photo by Justin R. Lopinot ing periods.
The addition
One student commented that "the extra room generated by the
of
privacy walls
privacy walls has provided ample space for my girlfriend to finish
has faced some
shaving her legs while I towel off."
opposition. Re
order I will use them.” She concluded, ports of claustrophobia have been on the
“I have even begun to shave my legs
again.”
Another student commented, “I have
always been a little insecure with my
physical features, but thanks to the pri
vacy walls, I have the confidence and
security to take showers daily.” He
added, “They also provide a peaceful
place where I can escape to with a good
book.”
Other benefits of the privacy walls
that students have mentioned regard feet

CANCUN - SOUTH PADRE - MAZATLAN
SPRING
BREAK’S HOTTEST!
www.studentadvtrav.com
1-800-711-2604
Ask for $200 per room discount! Offer 23

classified ads cost
$5 per column inch,
it’s quite a bargain!
For more info, call 889-4550,
fax 889-1451
(Att. Fontbanner),
or write to:
Fontbanner
6800 Wydown Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105
Y READ LITERACY PROGRAM
Volunteers needed to serve as
tutors for students lacking basic
skills for two hours a week in your
neighborhood library. Share your
knowledge today! For more
information or to volunteer, call
Eric Pellarin at 436-1177, ext. 379.

A CUT ABOVE THE REST

In accordance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA),
Fontbonne College is notifying you, the student, of the foliowing:
1. RIGHT TO INSPECT: You have the right to review and inspect those educational
records which are maintained by Fontbonne College which are not otherwise
restricted.
2. RIGHT TO PREVENT DISCLOSURES; You have the right to prevent disclosure
of personally identifiable information contained in your education records to third
parties with certain exceptions allowed by State and Federal regulations.
3. RIGHT TO REQUEST AMENDMENT: You have the right to seek to have
amended or corrected any part of your education records which you believe to be
inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of your rights. This right includes
the right to a hearing to present evidence that the record should be changed if
Fontbonne College decides not to alter the education records according to your
request
4. RIGHT TO OBTAIN POLICY: You have the right to obtain a copy of the written
institutional policy adopted by Fontbonne College in compliance with FERPA. A
copy may be obtained in person or by mail from the Registrar’s Office.
5. RIGHT TO COMPLAIN TO FERPA OFFICE: You have the right to file a
complaint with the Family Policy Compliance Office, Department of Education, 600
Independence Ave, SW, Washington, DC 20202-4605, concerning any alleged failure
by Fontbonne College to comply with FERPA.

Fontbonne College has designated certain information contained in the
education records of its students as Directory Information.

^^1 HAIR DESIGNS

(Big Bend at Millbrook)

Mailing phone cards. No experience
necessary.
For more information send a self
addressed
stamped envelope to: Global
Communication,
P.O. Box 5679, Hollywood, FL 33083

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act

Directory Information

381 N. BIG BEND

*$200-$500
WEEKLY*

rise in the residence halls. Students
have complained of feeling “trapped” in
the shower with no way to escape the
water.
Another group that is protesting the
addition of the privacy walls is the
College’s small, independent Shower
Racing Team. A spokesperson stated,
“Now 1 have to walk three feet out of my
way to get into the shower. The walls
have added three seconds to my previ
ous best.”
In spite of the few critics, the privacy
walls have been a hit among resident
hall students. The entire showering ex
perience has been enhanced in a way no
one could have ever imagined. Students
are now excited about showering and
appear much more comfortable with
their physical imperfections. The im
proved showering experience is best
summarized by resident hall student
Dave Walters. He explained, “Every
thing just seems so much more private.”

726-2004
Paul Mitchell and Nexus Products

FULL SERVICE NAILS
(Mention this ad for 20% off products,
free samples & $2.00 off any hair service.)

A St. Louis Tradition,
because We're a cut above the rest.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

This includes: (1) full name, (2) local & home addresses, (3) local & home telephone
numbers, (4) country of citizenship, (5) e-mail address, (6) date of birth, (7) names &
addresses of parents/spouse, (8) admission status, (9) most recent educational
institution attended, (10) enrollment status, (II) class level (12) dates of attendance,
(13) cumulative credits. (14) major, (15) name of academic advisor, (16) class
schedule, (17) degrees, awards, and scholarships received, (18) teacher certification,
(19) participation in officially recognized activities & sports, (20) weight & height of
athletic team members, and (21) photographs.

Fontbonne College may disclose directory information for any purpose, without the
prior consent of a student, unless the students has forbidden its disclosure in writing,
Students wishing to prevent disclosure of the designated directory information must
file written notification is not filed, the College assumes that the student does not
object to the release of the directory information.
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A J—/ill
Local a capella group uses eight voices as instruments
by Allison Brock
Managing Editor
While some students were busy dis
These rhythmic sounds that perme strong vocal clarity and perfect harmo children. Their active and lively perfor
playing their mastery of such intricate ated every song the group performed nization, which sounded like the musi mance of this narrative, which included
dance moves like the Electric Slide and often alluded to elements of the Broad cal accord of the Andrews Sisters.
words, gestures, and song, kept the few
Macarena at the Homecoming Dance on way hit, Stomp, and the Irish dance
The audience jazzed up this piece small ones who were present from
Saturday, October 18, a different form extravaganza, Riverdance.
through a chorus of clapping, and at the squirming in their seats.
of entertainment was offered in the Fine
They continued to incorporate these end of the song they praised Pieces of
As the show came to a close, the
Arts Theatre.
unusual sounds in their adaptations of Eight with a thunderous cheer.
group returned to another medley of
For the College’s listening pleasure, the Beatles’ music as well. The popular
A particularly impressive work they doo-wop from the ‘50s and ‘60s. At the
Pieces of Eight, a local a capella group, song, “With A Little Help from My arranged was Scott Joplin’s famous rag beginning of the conglomeration, some
performed a free show where they dem Friends” took on a Caribbean twist, as time composition, “The Entertainer,” of the men made monosyllabic noises in
onstrated their expertise in both vocal Fontbonne alumna, Debbie Lennon which they successfully transferred from the background as the women’s voices
and rhythmic harmonization.
crooned the words in a sultry voice piano to voice, enabling them to display harmonized “Let the Good Times Roll.”
The “eight voices as instruments,” tinted with an R&B quality.
a wide-ranging crescendo. The women
This was followed by a number of
four men and four women, harmoni
While Lennon showed off her vocal of the group would begin a piece of the popular oldies, including “Blue Moon,”
cally dressed in blue and black colors, talent, the remaining seven musicians fambus tune with the men following “Sherry,” and “Talking ‘Bout the Guy
began the show with a medley that con accompanied her through a series of after, creating a blend of alto, soprano, from New York.”
sisted of “I’ve Got Rhythm,” “Who tongue trills. The vibrating resonance tenor, and baritone voices.
Although the attendance for this event
Could Ask for Anything More?” and they generated fell somewhere between
Midway through the performance, was rather insignificant, those who came
“Accentuate the Positive.”
the stop and go rhythm of reggae and the the theme switched from song to story to see Pieces of Eight were not disap
During this introductory piece, the spontaneous yelps of Latin music.
as the musical group performed their pointed.
positive was accentuated as the spot
Other higlights of the evening’s en own unique interpretation of the “Story
One young fan commented, “My sis
light focused on soloist Joshua Morgan, tertainment included a powerful rendi of the Gingerbread Man.”
ter dragged me along, and at first I was
while the other members backed him up tion of W.C Handy’s “St. Louie
They often bring this children ’ s story skeptical. By the end of the night, Iwas
with a combination of snapping, stomp Woman.” For this song, the women of to life by touring the country and visit glad I had gone with her. They were
ing, and clapping.
the octet had a chance to show off their ing schools where they entertain young very entertaining.”

Cheerleaders attempt to be more competitive
by AnneMarie Smith
Special to the Eontbanner

In years past, people usually associ
ated cheerleaders as being the girls that
yell their brains out at a sporting event.
Not long ago, cheerleading became
NCAA sponsored, making it an athletic
event. Since then, cheerleading has
become more competitive and athletic.
These changes in the cheerleading
association have rubbed off on the
College’s cheerleading team. This year,
the team began practicing in August.
The team’s sponsor, Susan Clark, said,
“The team wanted to be good this year
and have more crowd participation.”
In order for this to happen, the team
had to undergo many changes. For the
first time, the team went to an off-cam
pus cheerleading camp. Gateway
Cheerleading Camp, in Chesterfield,
Missouri, improved the team by “leaps
and bounds.”
One of the biggest changes is having
the team cheer from their knees. Most
collegiate basketball cheerleading teams
cheer in this style. Captain Jill Scherer

stated, “Although it can kill the knees at
times, it brings the team’s cheers to
gether.”
The second big change occurs dur
ing timeouts, which serve as the best
time to get the crowd’s attention. This
year, the team’s goal is to get more
crowd participation. During timeouts,
the team will do easy chants the crowd
can get into. They also have asked local
businesses to donate items that can be
given away during games. During
timeouts and at halftime, the team hands
out these prizes to the fans that partici
pate the most.
The third change in the cheerleading
team is to become a better building
team. The team has a good mix of flyers
and bases. The flyers are the women in
the air and the basos are the women who
hold the flyers. Because of this mix, the
team can perform builds that
cheerleading teams at the College have
neverdoneinthepast. The team learned
many new techniques and builds at the

Spring Formal
"A Night of Elegance"
March 6, 1998
$12.00 per person
(dinner included)
At the Regal Riverfront Hotel
“Contact any SGA officer
for more details**

camp in August. They hope to do more
advanced mounts during this Spring se
mester. Scherer said, “It is hard to get
the confidence to put up some of the
builds, but the team is strong and wants
to be the best.”
All the hard work has paid off so far.
According to Clark, the team’s Late
Night performance was “the best I had
ever seen the girls do.” The fans seem to
enjoy watching the team this year.
Scherer said, “It is taking the fans awhile
to get used to us wanting them to partici
pate, but I think as the year goes on it
will come natural for them to yell with
us.”
The team hopes the success contin
ues throughout the season and in years
to come. The team wants to be known as
an athletic sport’s team, not just the
“women who yell their brains out.” So
next time one wanders overto a sporting
event and hears the cheerleaders say,
“Everyone yell GO FC,” then yell, “GO
FC!”

Jackson continued from page 11

is because we connected so well this
year.” He added, “She gets along well
with the team and most of the younger
players admire her talent.”
Freshman Amanda Lange, Jackson’s
understudy, has adjusted better to the
college game by observing Jackson’s
play. Lange said, “I have learned a lot
from Monica. She has been a model for
me on the team. She is not your normal
senior, she is like one of the girls.”
Jackson’s new found love for the
game has been demonstrated by her
ferocity and guidance on the court. With
all the accomplishments she has made
this year it would not be hard for the
conference or any other person to vote
her “Player of the Week.”

Spring Break Yogafest
Missouri Ozarks
Rideshares
$165 Free Magazine
800-896-2387
http://members.
aol.com/yogafest

VOLUNTEER / INTERNSHIP RECRUITMENT
Legal Advocates for Abused Women needs volunteers I interns to provide
telephone crisis support and legal information about Orders of Protection to
battered women and their children.
All it takes is a few hours a week and you too can help a victim break the cycle
of violence. Practicum I Internship opportunities are available.
Our next training session begins in May. To volunteer or to learn more about
how you can help stop domestic violence:
CONTACT:
Jennifer Mathis
Client Services Manager

664-7462

If you are what
you eat, why not
cut back on fat?

American Heart
Association
Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

www.amhrt.org
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Baseball team shows promise
by April Weiler
Staff Writer
The 1998 men’s baseball season
promises to be their best ever, as all but
twoplayersretumfromlastseason. The
Griffins have also recruited several key
newcomers to complete the ‘98 team.
Jon Anderson will be joining the
Griffins as catcher to handle the 12
pitchers. Joining 1997 SLIAC New
comer of the Year, Ryan Bauer, on the
mound are Brian Amelung, Keith Parker,
John Wright, and Doug Schlenk. The
pitching staff looks to be the strong
point of the Griffin squad.
The entire outfield returns, led by
Second Team All-Central Region Player
Jason Seitrich, and includes Scott
Doehringand Shane Tatum. The infield
play forthe Griffins in 1997 wasamajor

asset and 3 of the 4 starters return, led by
shortstop Brad Windier. Other return
ing players are Jack Reynolds, one of
the original players for the Griffins, as
well as Ryan and Dusty Bauer. Another
key utility player, Alan Metzger, can be
expected to see considerable playing
time due to his ability to play any posi
tion. Other returning utility players that
show versatility are Brad Ervay and P.J.
Perucca.
The Griffins expect a winning sea
son. They open play at Washington
University onFebruary 28. Future games
include Illinois Wesleyan, GustavusAdolphus, RoseHulman, Benedictine
University, and conference powers
MacMurray and Westminister.

Softball team fills its roster
with many new faces
by Missy Peacock
Sports Editor
With five seasons and two Saint Louis
Intercollegiate Conference champion
ships under her belt, women’s softball
coach Laura Small has a new challenge.
After losing Pitcher Diana Pinkley and
numerous other key players, Small’s
roster is left with four returning players
and nine freshman. The challenge will
clearly be to blend the talent of the new
women with the expertise and experi
ence of the returning players.
Small secs this season as a rebuild
ing year. “All of the players are going to
contribute,” she stated. However, a re
building year does not mean a weak
season for the Lady Griffins. Small
believes that the team will definitely
pull together and present a challenge to
the other teams of their conference.
Some of the key games of their sea
son will be against conference rivals
Maryville, Greenville, and WebsterUniversity. Tough Lady Griffin players
that will help insure success against
these schools are Freshman Pitcher
Mary-Carter Liebieg, Junior Anne
Corrigan, and Sophomore Jen Murray.
“Since we lost pitcher Diana Pinkley to
graduation, Mary-Carter will definitely
have to step up and take her spot,” said
Small.

Monica Jackson provides
intimidating b-ball presence

by Carrie Mclnroy
Staff Writer
Monica Jackson, senior center for
the Lady Griffins basketball team, has
been voted “Player of the Week” in the
St. Louis Intercollegiate Athletic Con
ference four weeks in a row. The honors
did not stop there. Jackson was also
voted Division III Central Region
“Player of the Week” for the week of
January 4-11.
Jackson has been an intimidating
force for the Lady Griffins throughout
the season. At 6 feet 2 inches, Jackson
towers over opponents, making it easy
for teammates to get her the ball. While
in the paint, Jackson attacks the ball
when it is passed it to her. Once she
catches it, she is nearly unstoppable.
Jackson averages 18 points and 11 re
bounds per game. Most of her points
come when she sets up down in the low
post. She is not a one dimensional
player though. Jackson is an effective
passer from the perimeter and domi
nates on defense.
Before transferring to the College,
Jackson played two years at Florissant
Valley Community College and then sat
out one year at The University Of Wis

The team is looking forward to spend
ing a relaxing spring break in Fort
Meyers, Florida. They will be catching
a few golden rays on the beach and
fitting in a game every
once in a while. The
men’s baseball team
will also be in Fort
Meyers at the same
time. The spring ath
letes will definitely be
coming home with a
tan that will grab the
jealous attention of the
restofthe College com
munity.
Meanwhile, the
Lady Griffins’ first
game will be an impor
tant one. On March
11, the Lady Griffins
will take the field
against Webster Uni
versity. The game will
be played at Webster’s
home field, Blackbum
Park in Kirkwood. The
Lady Griffins’ home
games will be held at
Siberia ginsing for a natural way to get real energy
ABC Park in St. Ann.
you need without all the junk you don’t.

So next time you need a real pick-up, don’t go for

J,nteinatic-nat Steading
d&ao-ciatio-n
flalataid &peahet
Match 31st at 6:00 p.m.
Un the
$10.00 (maneg. moat he
teceiaed hy. Match 10th)
Mast htinp film fat a
600 madel ftalataid cameta
Xnletealed? S.ee ‘Uichi (Ulhitenet-£epanta
an fautth flaat Ryan Stall at call het at
889-4515.

the joe. Try GNC’s Optibolic® Energel instead and

take the edge off.

consin-Parkside. She was also a standout
at St. Thomas Aquinas High School.
After starting basketball her sophomore
year, Jackson matured quickly, making
the All-Conference Team as a senior.
Jackson, a human services major, plans
on joining the AirForce after graduating
this summer. She has put the Air Force
off thus far to participate in college
athletics. Once she enters the Air Force
she will automatically be an officer since
she will have completed her bachelor’s
degree.
Currently, Jackson is flying high with
the Lady Griffins. On January 17, against
Webster University, she scored 31 points
and pulled down 22 rebounds, setting a
new rebounding record at the College.
She credits much of her current success
to Head Coach Keith Quigley. Jackson
said, “He is the best coach I have ever
played for in any sport. He has drawn
the best out of me and made me love the
sport.”
Quigley reciprocates the positive
about his star center. He stated, “The
reason I have gotten so much out of her
See Jackson page 10
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Tragedy strikes home;
Men’s b-ball amid slump
by Missy Peacock

Barry takes up cross country
and cheerleading as a senior

by April Weiler
Staff Writer

Sports Editor
The question that
Coach Lee McKinney is
straggling with is how to
tum a grief-stricken team
around. After the sudden
death of guard Brian
“Bubba” Kennedy on De
cember 14, the team lost
five games in a row.
The players areexperiencing physical unease.
Because Kennedy’s death
occurred during the physi
cal exertions of practice,
many of his teammates are
concerned about theirown
phmo by Laurie
physical well being. The men's basketball team practices in preparation
McKinney admits to his for their game against conference rival Webster
own unease. “How can I University
yell at the players to push
themselves any harder? After what finds it hard to play in Fontbonne’s
happened, how can I ?”
home gym. He stated, “Every time
Generally strong in conference that we walk into our gym, we re
play, the team has posted disappoint member that Bubba died there. It is a
ing losses to Webster, Blackbum, real shame because we have such a
Maryville,
MacMurray,
and beautiful place to play in, and we just
Westminister College. They were in can’t seem to play there well.”
the midst of the longestlosing streak of
Since mostoftoe rest of their games
the program’s history. When asked are to be played away, McKinney and
about the unsuccessful season, Junior th? team hope to find success on toe
Aaron Frison said. "We are trying to road. Junior Duane Roto feels, “If we
put the tragedy behind us, come to find toe right chemistry, we can still
gether as a team, and regain our fo be a really good team. We have a lot
cus.”
of talent. Wejust have to play smarter
During their trip to Hawaii over on toe court and finish toe games.”
Christmas break, the team proved that
This weekend toe Griffins found
they still had the ability to play well. mixed success in their two games. In
McKinney says, “They played the best a conference game against Principia
half of basketball in the game against on Thursday, the men won one at
Whitman College that I think this tcam home. Yet, in an away game on
has ever played.” Yet, that was the Saturday, the team fell again to
Griffins on the road.
Greenville College. The Griffins will
Back at home, many of the players wrap up their season with their last
continue to feel the effects of their home game on Saturday, February 21
teammate’s death. Even McKinney against St. Louis Christian College.

Basketball Lady Griffins
off to impressive start

Lyn Barry, a senior majoring in spe
cial education, finds time outside of her
busy schedule to do what she loves best.
Barry represents toe College as an ath
lete for the women’s cross country team
and the cheerleading squad.
Not only is this her first year playing
sports for toe athletic program, she also
finds time to represent toe college in
various organizations. Barry is a mem
ber of toe Pi Lambda Theta (toe educa
tion honor society), carrying a 3.8 grade
point average, and represents toe cheer
leaders in toe student athletic council.
This was toe first year that toe Grif
fins experienced a “run” at toe hopes of
expand ing the athletic program with both
men’s and women’s cross country teams.
Barry stated, “I haven’t competed in
running since high school and I seemed
to do surprisingly well this season. I
never really thought I would be running
competitively again. I had a lot of influ
ence to run from my dad, Coach [Lee]
McKinney and Keith Quigley, but one
of toe most important persons was one
of my coaches: Denny McKinney. He
pushed me really hard when I was run
ning and he was always there. In this
sport there is alotof individual pressure.
I need a coach that will push me while
I’m running.”
Barry attended Warrenton High
School where she was active in national
honor society, cross country, and track
and field. Her top honors included All
Conference titles in both sports and ex
periencing toe thrill of running in the
Missouri State cross country meet all
four years. Barry also had the opportu
nity to participate in toe track and field
sectionals and state competitions. One
of toe most important accomplishments
for her is holding her high school record
for toe 800-meter run in track. She ran
an amazing time of two-minutes, 21
seconds.
“Running for me is a hobby. This
past season, I specifically remember the
Washington University meet. I ran the
best time of toe season. All of my high
school coaches were there cheering me

on. I think I ran so well because of the
cheering section I had,” said Bany.
One can never catch Lyn on campus
without a smile on her face. With her
energy and enthusiasm, she cheers
mostly for toe men’s basketball team.
Barry stated, “This is my first year
ever in my life that I’ve cheered. Iwas
a little apprehensive. Now that toe games
have started, I think it’s a lot of fun.
Cheerleading was something new for
me to try.”
Cheerleading Captain Jill Scherer
stated, “Lyn is a very hard worker in
practice and at toe games. She is very
dedicated and devoted in being toe best
cheerleader she can be.”
When Barry isn’t in class or practic
ing, she finds quality time traveling,
spending time with her friends, and sleep
ing. She looks forward to graduating in
May and hopes to teach in toe St. Louis
or St. Charles area.

from Jefferson College, is out for toe
season due to a tom ACL. Bennett
provided a strong defensive presence in
toe post and a lot of hustle for toe Lady
Griffins. Another valuable bench player,
Amanda Lange, is questionable for toe
rest of toe season. The freshman for
ward has been hampered by ankle prob
lems since mid-season. Lange is aver
aging 7 points and 6 rebounds a game
coming off toe bench.
Looking at toe Lady Griffins’ suc
cess this season, one may start to won
der if an appearance at Nationals is
possible. In past years, toe Lady Grif
fins had hopes of making it to Nationals
by simply winning toe St. Louis Inter
collegiate Athletic Conference tourna
ment. This year, in order to make it to
Nationals, toe Lady Griffins will have
to win their conference and get an invi
tation to toe National Tournament be

cause SLIAC no longer gets an auto
matic bid.
Coach Quigley says that there are
three things his team would have to do
before they would even get looked at for
Nationals. First, they must sweep all
opponents in their conference. Next,
not only do they have to sweep toe
conference, but they must totally pound
toe teams that they play toe rest of the
season. Finally, toe team must win toe
District Title so they can play host to the
conference tournament
Right now things are looking great
for the Lady Griffins. They have almost
accomplished all three things that
Quigley said would give them a good
chance to make it. They are 9-0 in their
conference and they have pounded most
teams that they have played. If they can
keep up toe hard work, hopefully they
will get toat appearance in Nationals.
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by Carrie Mclnroy
Staff Writer
The basketball Lady Griffins are off
to one of their most impressive starts in
recent years. With a record of 15-2,
undefeated in their conference, it is easy
for one to determine what has brought
toe team such success.
Head Coach Keith Quigley credits
the teams’ success to many different
factors, one being toe scheduling of this
year’s opponents. The difference is that
all the games played this January were at
home, while all toe games that will be
played in February are away. The op
portunity to play many consecutive
games at home has improved toe team’s
confidence.
Another factor is toe unity of toe
team. “There was never any political
problems between toe girls,” commented
Quigley. “The girls came right in from
day one and have gotten along great.”
Many key players have led toe Lady

Griffins this year, including Monica
Jackson, a senior who is leading toe
team in both scoring and rebounding.
She is an aggressive player that aver
ages 18 points and 11 rebounds per
game and wins toe loose balls no matter
what. Other key players include fresh
men Meghan Mulvihill and Melissa
Steward. Through her hard work and
hustle, Mulvihill has toe ability to make
things happen on toe court. Steward has
stepped right into her role as point guard
and has not been shy about taking charge.
At this position, Steward has done great
job distributing toe ball and is one of toe
team leaders in assists.
Even though toe team relies heavily
on some key players, Quigley’s bench is
also a vital part of this team’s success.
Unfortunately, toe bench has lost some
of its depth due to some untimely inju
ries. ReVonna Bennett, a junior transfer

